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Editorial Essay
• Celebrating a Decade of Intellectual Development – and a Vision for the Future of Communication and Sport, by Andrew Billings and Marie Hardin, 3-5

Research Articles
• Shared Space: How North American Olympic Broadcasters Framed Gender on Instagram, by Rich G. Johnson, Miles Romney, Kevin Hull, and Ann Pegoraro, 6-29
• Media Representations as a Form of Stacking: Male and Female Athletes Featured on Men’s Magazine Covers, 1980-2019, by Bryan E. Denham, 30-51
• A Summer Country’s Coverage of a Winter Event: Australian Nationalistic Broadcast Focus of the 2018 Winter Olympic Games, by Olan Scott, Bo (Norma) Li, and Stephen Mightyton, 52-73
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Royce White, DeMar De Rozen and Media Framing of Mental Health in the NBA, by David Cassilo, 97-123
Determinants of Image and Image Fit: A Study of Four Sports and Their Domestic and International Governing Organizations, by Kristin Hallmann, Geoff Dickson, and Nadja Giesen, 124-142
News Routines in the TV Sports Department: Shifting Expectations and Technology in an Increasingly Digital Landscape, by Timothy Mirabito, John Collett, and Danielle Pluchinsky, 143-167

Communication & Sport, 10, no. 2 (April 2022)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/coma/10/2
Editorial
Changing the Esport Debate: An Upstart Establishes Firm Footing in the Sports Arena, by Andrew C Billings and Marie Hardin, 171-174

Research Articles
Motivational Differences Among Viewers of Traditional Sports, Esports, and NBA 2K League, by Ryan Rogers, Lee Farquhar, Jacob Mummert, 175-194
Active Within Structures: Predictors of Esports Gameplay and Spectatorship, by Tang Tang, Jake Kucek, and Steven Toepfer, 195-215
Fulfilling the Basic Psychological Needs of Esports Fans: A Self-Determination Theory Approach, by Tyreal Yizhou Qian, Jerred Junqi Wang, James Jianhui Zhang, and John Hulland, 216-240
Gaming Gone Viral: An Analysis of the Emerging Esports Narrative Economy, by Joshua I Newman, Hanhan Xue, Nicholas M Watanabe, Grace Yan, Christopher M Mcleod, 241-270
Let’s Watch Live Streaming: How Streamer Credibility Influences Brand Attitude in Esports Streamer Marketing, by Qingru Xu, Hanyoung Kim, Andrew C Billings, 271-290
Prejudice in the People’s Game: A Content Analysis of Race/Ethnicity in Polish Televised Football, by Arne van Lienden, and Jacco van Sterkenburg, 313-333
The Rio 2016 Paralympic Games: The Visibility of People with Disabilities in Brazil as a Possible Legacy, by Doralice Lange de Souza and Ian Brittain, 334-353
Major League Baseball Broadcasts and the Delineation of Traditional and Modern Fact Metrics, by Zachary W. Arth and Andrew C Billings, 354-373
Smart Stadium as a Laboratory of Innovation: Technology, Sport, and Datafied Normalization of the Fans, by Chamee Yang and C.L. Cole
Scholarly Commentary

- Media Coverage of the Paralympics: Recommendations for Sport Journalism Practice and Education, by Dunja Antunovic and Andrea Bundon, 1-9

Student Research

- Impact of Social Media on Intention to Purchase Pay-Per-View and Event Attendance: The Case of the Ultimate Fighting Championship, by Andrew Kim, Minhong Kim, Steven Salaga, and James J. Zhang, 10-22
- Off the Court: Examining Social Media Activity and Engagement in Women’s Professional Sport, by Megan C Piché and Michael L Naraine, 23-32

Original Research

- Sport Knowledge: The Effects of Division I Coach Communication on Student-Athlete Learning Indicators, by Rikishi T Rey, Gregory A Cranmer, Blair Browning, and Jimmy Sanderson, 33-42
- The Role of an Actual Brand Positioning: An Analysis of Digital Advertisements, by June Won and J. Jucy Lee, 43-52
- Tinkering With Policies in the Digital Age: How Interscholastic Athletic Directors Address Social Media Use by Student-Athletes, by Blake L Price, Gene L Farren, Jennifer A Stoll, Andrew Goldsmith, Michael Carroll, and Christina Martin, 53-65
- Gender Representation at the 2018 Winter Olympic Games From an Australian Broadcast Perspective, by Olan KM Scott, Bo (Norman) Li, and Stephen Mighton, 66-75

Book Reviews

- Social Media in Sport: Theory and Practice, reviewed by Kelly Evans, 76-77
- Branding in Higher Education: Every University Tells a Story, reviewed by Zack P Pedersen, 78-79
- Governance in Sport: Analysis and Application, reviewed by Cassandra Coble, 80-81

International Journal of the History of Sport, 38, no. 12 (2021)

Articles

- The State and Canadian Cultural Nationalism: Protecting Canadian Football, by John Valentine, 1189-1209
- A Sporting Nation: Creating Sámi Identity through Sport, by Helge Chr. Pedersen, 1210-1227
- Media Framing of Women’s Football in Nigeria from the Early Twentieth Century to Present, by Chuka Onwumechili, 1249-1268
- ‘We Have Given Birth to a Very Busty Infant’: Post-War Origins of Sports Medicine in New Zealand, by Bruce Hamilton and Greg Ryan, 1269-1287
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Book Reviews

- A Hotly Contested Affair: Hockey in Canada: The National Game in Documents, reviewed by Stacy L Lorenz, 1288-1289
- On the Take: The 1910 Scandal That Changed Australian Football Forever, reviewed by Nick Richardson, 1290-1291
- Cathal Kilcline, Sport and Society in Global France. Nations, Migrations, Corporations, reviewed by Conor Curran, 1292-1294
- Six Minutes in Berlin. Broadcast Spectacle and Rowing Gold at the Nazi Olympics, reviewed by Erin Redihan, 1294-1295
- Wentworth: The Beautiful Game and the Making of Place, reviewed by Chris Bolsmann, 1296-1297

International Journal of the History of Sport, 38, no. 13-14 (2021)
http://tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/38/13-14?nav=tocList

Special Issue: Winter Olympics: Games, Bids, and Legacies

Introduction

- Olympic History and Legacy: New Research in Bidding for and Hosting the Olympic Winter Games, by Sarah Teetzel and Heather L Dichter, 1299-1311

Articles – Bids: Aspirations to Host the Winter Olympics

- The Icy Road towards the First Olympic Winter Games in Chamonix 1924, by Pedro Pérez-Aragón and Alejandro Viuda-Serrano, 1312-1328
- Canadian Government Involvement in Calgary’s Failed 1968 Winter Olympic Bid, by Heather L. Dichter, 1329-1349
- Winter Olympic Referendums: Reasons for Opposition to the Games, by Jean-Loup Chappelet, 1369-1384

Articles – Hosting: Politics & Diplomacy at the Games

- The 1928 Olympic Winter Games in St. Moritz: Tourism, Diplomacy and Domestic Politics, by Quentin Tonnerre, 1385-1402
- A Tale of Two Medals: The USA, Olympic Ice Hockey and Popular American Views of Détente (1972) and Renewed Cold War (1980), by John Soares, 1422-1439

Articles – Impacts and Reverberations: Environmental, Physical, and Social Legacies of the Olympic Winter Games

- The 1952 and 1994 Olympic Flames: Norway’s Quest for Winter Olympic Identity, by Matti Goksoyr and Gaute Heyerdahl, 1440-1458
- The Environmental Reimaging of Olympic Sarajevo, by Zlatko Jovanovic, 1459-1475
- ‘A Strong, Sustainable Legacy’: The Environment and Japan’s Winter Olympics, by Robin Kietlinski, 1476-1493
Olympic Winter Games in Non-Western Cities: State, Sport, and Cultural Diplomacy in Sochi 2014, PyeongChang 2018 and Beijing 2022, by Jung Woo Lee, 1494-1515

Introduction

‘A Fine Solidarity in the Life of the Countryside’: The Ashbees and Sport in the Cotswolds, 1902-1907, by Martin Polley, 1520-1538
Educating the Elite in an Egalitarian Context: The Emergence of Sport Schools for Elite Talents in Sweden in the 1970s, by Daniel Svensson, 1539-1560
Sexuality and Eugenics in Female Gymnastics in the Mid-Twentieth Century in Uruguay, by Paola Dogliotti, 1561-1575
A Local History of Physical Culture in Uruguay: Horseracing and Football Outside Montevideo, by Evelise Amgarten Quitzau, 1576-1593
Strategic Role of Taiwanese Acrobatics in the Cultural Diplomacy of the Republic of China since the Cold War, by Hsienwei Kuo and Chinfang Kuo, 1594-1611
The Imperial State of Iran, a Deal-Broker: Enabling the People’s Republic of China’s Asian Games Debut in the 1974 Tehran Asian Games, Y. Andrew Hao, 1612-1626

Reading Le Jingyi’s Back: The Creation and Construction of the Sino-Steroid Spectre in the Western Media in the Post-Cold War Era, by Jae Chul Seo, Donghyung Kim, Chanwoo Park, and Seungil Park, 1627-1646
Historical Transformations of the Palestinian Civil Society: The Case of Sports Clubs in the West Bank, by Dorota Woroniecka-Krzyzanowska, 1647-1669
Distance Education for the Public during Turkey’s Early Republican Period: Physical Education Lessons on Radio, by Tolga Sinoforoglu, 1670-1687
Historicizing Machoism in Swedish Ice Hockey, by Daniel Alsarve, 1688-1709
C. Gärtner, the Olympic Circus, and the Origins of Equestrianism in the Grand Duchy of Posen, by Mateusz Rozmiarek and Arkadiusz Wlodarczyk, 1710-1728

Channelling Soft Power: The Qatar 2022 World Cup, Migrant Workers, and International Image, by Mohammad Al Thani, 1729-1752
A Vision of Macau’s Football through the Symbolic Legacy of the Portuguese Presence, by Célia Gouveia, 1753-1773
Sport, Ideology and Nation-Building in the Early Years of the People’s Republic of China, by Liang Shen and Hong Fan, 1774-1790
Sports and Lao-Viet Contact and Conflict in the 1930s, by Brice Fossard, 1791-1808
The Introduction of Western Sports during the Opening of Macau and Its Developmental Implications, by Lianzhen Ma and Dong Pan, 1809-1831
The Founder of the International Taekwon-Do Federation (ITF) Choi Hong Hi: An Exploration of Fiction and Fact, by Udo Moenig, Hyun Min Choi, and Minho Kim, 1832-1855

Book Reviews
Cricket Country: An Indian Odyssey in the Age of Empire, reviewed by Jacob Kornbeck, 1856-1858
Global Sports Fandom in South Korea: American Major League Baseball and Its Fans in the Online Community, reviewed by Jung Woo Lee, 1858-1860
A Study on the Approach of Rule of Law in the International Sports Autonomy, reviewed by Tang Tang, Lufei Zhang, and Yuanyuan Peng, 1860-1862

International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics, 14, no. 1 (2022)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/14/1?nav=tocList

Articles
Observing the limits of steering – Norway’s abortive bid for the 2022 Olympic Winter Games in Oslo, by Jan Ove Tangen, 1-18
Sport events and social capital in conflict-affected country: a case study of National Unity Day in South Sudan, by Mitsuaki Furukawa, 19-36
Political regime and the impact of sporting success on national pride: a quasi-natural experiment in Germany, by Takuya Shimokubo, 37-52
Sport, migration, and integration in Denmark: local political responses and policies in Copenhagen, by Ioannis Chatzopoulos, 53-69
The German Penal catalogue for fan misbehaviour in football: a model for other countries?, by Philipp Winskowskii, 71-91
Sport coaching systems in the European union: state of nations, by Louis Moustakas, Sergio Lara-Bercial, Julian North, and Guillermo Calvo, 93-110
Athletes’ subjective evaluations of the implementation of dual career measures, by Elisa Herold, Kristin Hallmann, Irena Valantine, Maria Huertas Gonzalez-Serrano, Inga Staskeviciute-Butiene, 111-129
Constraints and facilitators in elite athletes’ dual careers: A mixed methods approach, by Lea Rossi and Kristin Hallmann, 131-149
Article Commentary
- Kentucky and the thoroughbred industries: prospects and challenges as gambling stagnates, by Thomas E Lambert, 177-189

*International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics, 14, no. 2 (2022)*
[https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/14/2?nav=tocList](https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/14/2?nav=tocList)

Articles
- Apples and oranges? Establishing equivalence in comparative sport policy research, by Matthew Dowling and Spencer Harris, 191-206
- Does relationship quality matter in policy-making? The impact of government-public relationships and residents’ perceptions on their support towards a mega-sport event, by Sungkyung Kim and Argyo Elisavet Manoli, 207-224
- Sport policy formation and enactment in post-devolution Wales, 1999-2020, by Alex McInch and Scott Flemming, 225-237
- ‘Eligibility regulations for the female classification’: somatechnics, women’s bodies, and elite sport, by Annette Brömdal and Mary Lou Rasmussen, 239-254
- Effects of local and global orientation on popular support for policy strategies to create a stronger Chinese Men’s football team, by Jiaqi Chen and Claudio M Rocha, 255-272
- An archeology of korean sport for international development discourse in Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA), by Dongkyu Na and Christine Dallaire, 273-290
- The Sport Participation Pathway Model (SPPM): a conceptual model for participation and retention in community sport, by Rochelle Elme, Melanie Charity, Hans Westerbeek, 291-304
- An international analysis of dual careers support services for junior athletes in Europe, by Hee Jung Hong, Robert Morris, Marcos López-Flores, and Grzegorz Botwina, 305-319
- Politics of the group draws in football. The case of restricted team clashes, by Michal Marcin Kobieręcki, 321-336
- ‘The case against the use of air-cushioned whip in horseracing: analyzing the arguments’, by Mahon O’Brien, 337-352
- Sample collection as a social process: the influence of interaction between doping control officers and athletes on the implementation of anti-doping policy, Jim Krugers and Maarten van Bottenburg, 353-368

Article Commentary
- Let’s get realistic: why ‘what works’ will probably not work in evaluative sport research, by Reinhard Haudenhuyse and Pieter Deboignies, 369-379
International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 57, no. 1 (February 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/57/1
Research Articles
• Beating the Buzzer: The construction of ageing hockey masculinity, by Kristi A Allain, 3-18
• ‘Boys, when they do dance, they have to do football as well, for balance’: Young men’s construction of a sporting masculinity, by Sarah Nicola Harding, 19-33
• Kicking off: Violence, humor, identity and masculinity in Argentinian football chants, by William Huddleston, 34-53
• A gang of ironworkers with the scent of blood: A participation observation of male dominance and its historical trajectories at Swedish semi-professional ice hockey events, by Daniel Alsarve and Emma Johansson, 54-72
• A new era? How the European ESPN covered the 2019 Women’s World Cup online, by Roxane Coche, 73-91
• Are we there yet? (Illusions of) Inclusion in sport for LGBT+ communities in Australia, by Ryan Storr, Ruth Jeanes, Tony Rossi, and Lisa Hunter, 92-111
• (Lack of) government policy for indigenous (Sámi) sport: A chain of legitimating and de-legitimating acts, by Eivind A Skille, Josef Fahlen, Cecillia Stenling, Anna-Maria Strittmatter, 112-128
• Sport, social inclusion and the logic of assimilation in Prato (Italy), by Francesco Ricatti, Matteo Dutto, Andrea del Bono, 129-145
• ‘He may not be qualified in it, but I think he’s still got the knowledge’: Team-doctoring in combat sports, by Reem AlHashmi and Christopher R Matthews, 146-163
• American Dreams: Smart sleep, high-tech beds, and the National Football League, Sarah Barnes, 164-180

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 57, no. 2 (March 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/57/2
Research Articles
• Reconsidering edgework theory: Practices, experiences, and structures, by Jeffrey L Kidder, 183-200
• ‘We’re all in this together’: Perspectives from within the Gulf Cooperation Council Women’s Games, by Hussa K Al-Khalifa and Dwa Al-Khalifa, 201-216
• ‘A woman has a problem of the type that she is a woman’: Feminisation in horse racing in Poland, by Barbara Bossak-Herbst, Malgorzata Glowacka-Grajper, 217-235
• Paddling with Maxine Sheets-Johnstone: Exploring the moving body in sport, by Lucen Liu, 236-255
• The role of sport-based social networks in the management of long-term health conditions: Insights from the World Transplant Games, by Gareth Wiltshire, Nicola J Clarke, Cassandra Phoenix, Carl Bescoby, 256-272
‘I was really, really, shocked’: A sociological exploration of the transition experiences of English Youth Academy male footballers from school to work, by Nicola Hague and Graeme Law, 273-291


Physical activity, sport and transnational migrant spaces in Shanghai, China: (Re)crafting contours of a metropolitan cityscape, by Geoffrey Zain Kohe, Daniel Nehring, and Mengwei Tu, 313-331

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 57, no. 3 (May 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/57/3
Research Articles

Female Olympians’ Voices: Female sports categories and International Olympic Committee Transgender guidelines, by Cathy Devine, 355-361

‘Who unlocked the kitchen’: Online misogyny, YouTube comments and women’s professional street skateboarding, by Brigid McCarthy, 362-380

Fear of judgement and women’s physical (in)activity experiences, by Emma Seal, Matthew Nicholson, Nicola McNeil, Arthur Stukas, Paul O’Halloran, Erica Randle, 381-400

Swimming as self-care – A Foucauldian analysis of swimming for Danish Muslim women, by Verena Lenneis, Adam B Evans, Sine Agergaard, 401-420

Extreme weight control behaviors among adolescent athletes: Lins with weight-related maltreatment from parents and coaches and sport ethic norms, by Véronique Boudreault, Marie-Pierre Gagnon-Girouard, Noémie Carbonneau, Sophie Laboissière, Catherine Bégin, Sylvie Parent, 421-439

Granting gyms the privilege to grunt: Reconceptualizing the perception of grunting in gyms, by Assaf Lev and Esther Hertzog, 440-457

The toponymy of sporting venues: A multinomial logistic regression analysis of football stadium names, by Mihai Stelian Rusu, 458-476

“I can’t just post anything I want”: Self-management of South Korean sports stars on social media, by Eunhye Yoo, 477-494

Journal of Emerging Sport Studies, Vol. VI (Winter 2021)
https://journals.library.brocku.ca/index.php/jess/issue/view/186
Articles

Theaters of Competition: Modernization and the Survival of the National Hockey League’s Original Six, by Benjamin J Downs and Chad Seifried

Legitimate pathway to professional ranks or career termination: An empirical investigation of USPORTS men’s hockey from 2000-2018, Chris Chard, Jonathon Edwards, and Daniel Wigfield
Demographic differences in hiker cellular technology use in backcountry areas in Montana’s Custer Gallatin National Forest, by Alexandra Miller, James N Maples, Michael J Bradley

Sparring with Stereotypes: An Ethnography of the Main Street Gym, by Diane Ketelle and Lucas Ketelle

Book Review

Colombia es Pasión! The Generation of Racing Cyclists Who Changed their Nation and the Tour de France, reviewed by Jane Rausch

Critical Commentary

A Call to Boycott the 2022 Beijing Olympic Games and Establish Minimum Human Rights Standards for Olympic Hosts, by Mac Ross, et al.

Risk v. Hazard: Is it time to redefine our view of dangerous sports?, by Philippe Crisp and Dave Bright

Why athletes deserve second chances, Mikael J Gonsalves

Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (January 2022)
https://csri-jiia.org/2022/01/
Research Articles

Female Senior-Level Administrators Experiences of Gender Bias in Collegiate Athletics, by Robin Hardin, Elizabeth A Taylor, Allison Smith, Jessica Siegele, Gi Yong Koo

Perceived Barriers to Careers in Sport and Stereotypes toward Women in Sport: Exploring Division I Female College Athlete’s Experiences in Athletic and Educational Settings, by Jin Park and Antonio S Williams

Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (February 2022)
https://csri-jiia.org/2022/02/
Research Articles

The Impact of Academic Disruption on Stress Among College Athletes, by Jill W Lassiter, Amanda L Campbell, Carrie W LeCrom, Brendan Dwyer

Examining how Athletic Staff Influence Latinx College Athletes Intent to Graduate, by Guillermo Ortega, Melody Alanis, and Allison Smith

Making Sense of Competing Logics in the Collegiate Athletic Field: The Sensemaking Process of College Athletes, by Charles DT Macaulay, Laura J Burton, Sarah Woulfin

Mental Health Symptoms, Diagnoses, Treatment-Seeking, and Academic Impacts in Student-Athletes and Non-Athlete College Students Using the National College Health Assessment, by Brian Edwards, Andrea Taylor, and Andrew Froehle

A Historical Study of the Path from Off-Campus to On-Campus Stadia: Stakeholders, Resources, and Contexts, by Tiffany Demiriris and Chad Seifried
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (March 2022)
https://csri-jiia.org/2022/03/
Research Articles
- NCAA Division I Subdivisions and the Background of Athletic Academic Advisors, by Jim Watkins, Kelsey Slater, and Leslie Chang
- A Racial Reckoning in a Radicalized Organization? Applying Racialized Organizational Theory to the NCAA Institutional Field, by Ajanai CI Keaton and Joseph N Cooper
- Walk It Like You Talk It: A Critical Discourse Analysis of College Athletics Response to the Murder of George Floyd, by Ezinne Ofoegbu and Leslie Ekpe

Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, 48, no. 3 (2021)
https:// tandfonline.com/toc/rjps20/48/3?nav=tocList
Games: Agency as Art, by C. Thi Nguyen
Introduction
- Nguyen meets his critics – Games: Agency as Art in a philosophy of sport context, by Christopher C Yorke, 311-320
Research Articles
- Art, aesthetic, and the medium: comments for Nguyen on the art-status of games, by Christopher Bartel
- Misaligned education, by Adrian Currie, 332-343
- Games and the fluidity of layered agency, by Luca Ferrero, 344-355
- Game play, wholehearted engagement, and the good life, by William J Morgan, 356-368
- Games, motives, and virtue, by Stephanie Partridge, 369-379
- Phenomenal experience and the aesthetics of agency, by Antonia Peacocke, 380-391
- Sport, games, and the fluidity of agency, by Jon Pike, 392-402
- Fun and (striving) games: playfulness and agential fluidity, by Michael Ridge, 403-413
- Striving play and achievement play in Games: Agency as Art, by JS Russell, 414-424
- Agential layering, the absurd and the grind in game-playing, by Emily Ryall, 425-435
- Beyond agency: games as the aesthetics of being, by Daniel Vella, 436-447
- The opacity of play: a reply to commentators, C. Thi Nguyen, 448-475
Book Reviews
- The burden of over-representation: race, sport, and philosophy, reviewed by Chad Carlson
- Feminist new materialisms, sport and fitness: a lively entanglement, reviewed by Alimin Hamzah, 480-484

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, 92, no. 9 (2021)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/92/9?nav=tocList
Departments: Viewpoint
- Don’t Say the “D” Word! “Dance” in College and Middle School, by Matthew Blake Lineberger, 3-4
Articles

- How to Collect Rating of Perceived Exertion to Monitor Athlete Training Load, by Heather Abbott and Christopher Taber, 5-10
- Using SportEducation to Deliver a Powerlifting University Physical Activity Course, by Tom Wolfe, Andy Wolfe, Sharon T Bowers, and Kelsey McEntyre, 11-17
- Kill Two Birds With One Stone: Two PETE Courses Exploring Experiential Learning in One Early Field Experience, by YuChun Chen, 18-23
- Sport Education, Cooperative Learning and Health-Based Physical Education: Another Step in Pedagogical Models’ Hybridization, by Carlos Evangelio, Javier Fernández-Rio, Carmen Peiró-Velert, and Sixto González-Villora, 24-32
- Developing Social-Emotional Learning in Physical Education Through Appropriate Instructional Practices, by David Barney, Keven A Prusak, and Liana Davis, 33-41
- Physical Literacy and Intentionality: Embodied Beckoning, by Elizabeth J Durden-Myers, Gillian Bartle, Margaret E Whitehead, and Karamjeet K Dhillon, 42-49
- Working With Children With Autism in General Physical Education: Useful Applied Behavior Analysis Concepts, by Isabella Theresa Felzer-Kim, Hannah Campbell, Neha Vallabheneni, Andrea Peterson, and Janet L Huck, 50-55
- Lessons Learned from COVID-19: Pushing the Field Forward Post-Pandemic, by Heather E Erwin, Erin Centeio, Aaron Beighle, Hayley McKown, Gunay Sen, 56-62

Departments: Teaching Tips

- Effective Pedagogical Practices in Synchronous Online Physical Education, by Hyeonho Yu and Taemin Ha, 63-68

Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings From the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals

- Supervisory Immunity in a Floor Hockey Unit, by Kelle L Murphy, 69-71

Journal of Sports Economics, 23, no. 2 (February 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/23/2

Articles

- Salary Cap, Organizational Gap, and Catch-up in the Performance of NBA Teams: A Two-Stage DEA Model Under Heterogeneity, by Nikos Chatzistamoulou, Kounetas Kostas, and Antonakis Theodor, 123-155
- The Income Elasticity of Gross Sports Betting Revenues in Nevada: Short-Run and Long-Run Estimates, by Ege Can and Mark W Nichols, 175-199
- Athletics and Admissions: The Impact of the Penn State Football Scandal on Student Quality, by Candon Johnson and Bryan C McCannon, 200-221
- Does it pay to Play by the Rules? Respect for Rule of law, Control of Corruption, and National Success at the Summer Olympics, by Todd B Potts, 222-245
Journal of Sports Economics, 23, no. 3 (April 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/23/3
Articles
- Offensive/Defensive Talent and Sporting Success in Football: Evidence From the Big Five European Leagues, by Miquel Carreras-Simó and Juame García, 251-276
- Can Professional Football Players Adapt to Air Pollution? Evidence From China, by Yu Qin, Jing Wu, and Rongjie Zhang, 277-300
- Sex Differences in High-Level Managerial Jobs: Evidence From Professional Basketball, by Quinn AW Keefer, 301-328
- Moments of Competitive Balance in Major League Soccer, by Hojun Sung, Brian M Mills, Younghoon Lee, 329-354
Comment and Response

Journal of Sports Media, 16, no. 2 (Fall 2021)
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/47394
Articles
- An Offside Story: The Israeli Periphery in Sports Films, by Orr Levental, 1-17
- Expecting Victory Due to TV or Identity? An Examination of the Influence of Media Consumption and Social Identification on Game Expectations, by Natalie Brown-Devlin and Michael B Devlin, 19-40
- Shifting the Coverage: Understanding Why Reporting and Attitudes Changed About the NFL and Player Safety, by David Cassilo, 41-64
- Multiscreen Football Enjoyment: Uses and Gratifications for Media Consumption of the National Football League, by Melvin Lewis, JC Abdallah, Kenon Brown, and Andrew Billings, 65-86
- Understanding How Consumers Perceive Brand Personality Through Sports Sponsorship, by Po-Lin Pan, Joe Phua, and Chang Wan Woo, 87-110
- The “Mighty Kacy” Effect? American Ninja Warrior and the Elevation of Women Athletes, by Kevin Hull, Andrew Billings, and Lauren Schwartz, 111-131
- The Big Assist: Exploring Nonprofit Practitioner Beliefs About Sport CSR Relationships, by Melanie Formentin, Denise S Bortree, Nahyun Kim, 133-163
Journal of Sport and Social Issues, 46, no. 1 (February 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jssa/46/1
Articles
- The White Racial Frame in Sport Media: Framing of Donald Trump and LaVar Ball’s Public Feud Following the UCLA Basketball Player Arrests in China, by Ryan Turcott and Jules Boykoff, 25-50
- Are Athlete-Owned Leagues a Viable Alternative for Professional Sport?, by Christopher M McLeod, 51-74
- Specific Detriment: Barriers and Opportunities for Non-Binary Inclusive Sports in Scotland, by Sonja Erikainen, Ben Vincent, and Al Hopkins, 75-102
- “Pretty Disgusted Honestly”: Exploring Fans’ Affective Responses on Facebook to the Modified Rules of Australian Football League Women’s, by Adele Pavlidis, Kim Toffoletti, and Kellie Sanders, 103-123

Journal of Sport and Social Issues, 46, no. 2 (April 2022)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jssa/46/2
Articles
- Does Protest “Distract” Athletes From Performing? Evidence From the National Anthem Demonstrations in the National Football League, by Daniel N Hawkins, Andrew M Lindner, Douglas Hartmann, and Brianna Cochran, 127-155
- Fighting for Family and Glory: Hope, Racialization, and Exploitation in a U.S. Boxing Gym, by Gabriel A Torres Colón, 156-175
- Kicking It Out? Football Fans’ View of Anti-Racism Initiatives in English Football, by Connor Penfold and Jamie Cleland, 176-198

Soccer and Society, 23, no. 1 (2022)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/23/1?nav=tocList
Articles
- Athletic ability in the sport of amputee soccer, by Eric Lamberg and James Pierre-Glaude, 1-7
- Running an ostler? Exploring the use of stop and search tactics at Scottish football matches, by Conor Wilson, Johanne Miller, and Carlton Brick, 8-20
- The importance of soccer literacy in the education and socialization of adolescents – Czech and Polish cases, by Karel Fromel, Dorota Groffik, Michal Kudlacek, and Bartosz Urbanski, 21-31
- The ‘beautiful game’ and its dilemmas: sports migration, ‘Brazilianness’ and ‘race’, by José Hildo De Oliveira Filho, 32-43
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